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Kerry Ellis: Bumpkin to Broadway
With foreword by Brian May
Kerry Ellis
A fascinating insight into the journey behind the unique career of singer, actress and the West
End’s favourite star. BUMPKIN TO BROADWAY is a touching reflection into the career so far of a
West End and Broadway star. Kerry Ellis first amazed audiences in WE WILL ROCK YOU before
becoming the first British lead in multi-award winning musical WICKED.
Since then, Kerry has gone onto to perform around the world and partner with an icon in music
history. Featuring top tips for budding performers plus anecdotes and notes from leading
industry figures. This book is not just for fans of musical theatre; BUMPKIN TO BROADWAY will
be enjoyed by fellow actors, music admirers and loved by anyone who enjoys live performance.

About the Author: Kerry Ellis is a leading lady of the West End having performed lead roles
in Wicked, Les Mis, Oliver and Cats. She released the first of her chart-topping and acclaimed
albums in 2010 and has performed all over the world. Kerry regularly duets with Queen icon
Brian May and not only have they toured and recorded music together, they have also co-written
numerous original songs for their releases.

Reviews: ‘Britain's most beautiful voice!’ – Brian May
HB 9781910067901 £18.99 November 2021 Playdead Press 300 pages

Onyeka Nwelue - A Troubled Life
Mitterand Okorie
Onyeka Nwelue: A Troubled Life is a portrait of the writer’s predicaments and triumphs as he
courses through experiences that are sometimes grim, and other times, spectacular.

About the Author: Mitterand Okorie is a Lecturer in Michael Okpara University of Agriculture
Umudike, where he teaches Peace and Conflict Resolution. He holds a B.A and Msc. in
International Relations from E.M.U, North Cyprus and Aberystwyth University, UK respectively
PB 9781998995820 £9.99 June 2022 Abibiman Publishing 138 pages
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Magnus Carlsen - A Life In Pictures
The story of the World Champion in more than 200 photos
Jonathan Tisdall
Magnus Carlsen: A Life in Pictures tells the story of the reigning World Chess Champion. Magnus
Carlsen, born in 1990 in Oslo, Norway, became a Grandmaster by 13. Carlsen was crowned World
Champion in 2013, when he defeated Anand and has successfully defended his title three times.
He currently plays again for the title in Dubai. Carlsen is a family man, often surrounded by his
father, mother and sisters.
As a sports fanatic he plays – and follows – football and basketball. He doesn’t shy away from his
celebrity status, and was both a G-Star model and a Real Madrid VIP guest. But his most genuine
smile breaks through when he talks chess with his youngest fans, the kids in a chess tournament.
For this book, publisher New In Chess, part of the Play Magnus Group, had access to pictures of
the Carlsen family archive and to all pictures of the best chess photographers.
PB 9789056919917 £26.95 December 2021 New In Chess 160 pages 200+ photos

Leanne Benjamin - Built For Ballet
Leanne Benjamin, Sarah Crompton
This autobiography by Leanne Benjamin with Sarah Crompton reveals the extraordinary life and
career of one of the world’s most important ballet dancers of the past fifty years. The book takes
you behind the scenes to find a real understanding of the pleasure and the pain, the demands,
and the intense commitment it requires to become a ballet dancer. It is a book for ballet-lovers
which will explain from Benjamin’s personal point of view, how ballet has changed and is
changing.
It is a book of history: she was first taught by the people who created ballet in its modern form
and now she works with the dancers of today, handing on all she has known and learnt. But it is
also a book for people who are just interested in the psychology of achievement, how you go
from being a child in small-town Rockhampton in the centre of Australia to being a power on the
world’s biggest stages -- and how an individual copes with the ups and downs of that kind of
career. It is a story full of big names and big personalities -- Margot Fonteyn, Kenneth MacMillan,
Mikhail Baryshnikov, Darcey Bussell, Carlos Acosta to name a few. President Clinton, Michelle
Obama, Diana Princess of Wales, and David Beckham all make an appearance. But it is also a
book of small moments of insight: what makes a performance special, how you recover from
injury, illness, and childbirth; how you combine athletic and artistic prowess with motherhood,
how a different partner can alter everything, what it is like to fall over in front of thousands of
people and what it is like to triumph. Above all, it seeks to explain, in warm and human terms,
why women get the reputation for being difficult in a world where being a good girl is too much
prized. And what they can do about it.

About the Author: Leanne Benjamin, OBE, AM, is a highly acclaimed and award-winning
dancer, who was a principal ballerina with Sadler’s Wells Royal Ballet, English National Ballet,
Berlin Ballet and ultimately a principal for 20 years with the Royal Ballet. Born in Queensland,
Australia, she started her professional ballet career at the age of 18 and retired from the stage
at the age of 49, after a world- class career. She now devotes herself to coaching for major ballet
productions around the world for companies including the Royal Ballet, American Ballet Theatre,
Houston Ballet, the Australian Ballet, and Queensland Ballet. She is Vice Chair of the Board of
Governors for the Royal Ballet Companies, and patron of the Tait Memorial Trust. She is also
much in demand as an international judge and motivational guest speaker.

Reviews: "Leanne’s extraordinary journey really comes to life in this refreshingly honest
account of her career in dance. She was not only a brilliant Principal with The Royal Ballet but
has made a significant impact on the artform through her coaching of the next generation of
performers. With her consummate artistry, tenacity, warmth, and wit, she truly is built for
ballet!" — Kevin O’Hare, Director, The Royal Ballet
HB 9781925556575 £29.95 November 2021 Melbourne Books 400 pages 32-page colour section
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30 Queer Lives - Conversations with LGBTQIA+ New Zealanders
Matt McEvoy
Soldiers, politicians, Olympians, doctors, musicians, academics, businesspeople, farmers, writers,
and fa ‘afafine ... the thirty LGBTQIA+ New Zealanders in this book are remarkable individuals.
They each speak with candour and honesty about their challenges and successes, and together
they show how LGBTQIA+ people strengthen the rich culture of Aotearoa. From the famous —
Grant Robertson, Gareth Farr, Chlöe Swarbrick — to the less well known, these stories encourage
empathy and understanding, challenge stereotypes, and offer courage and hope.
PB 9780995122925 £30.99 February 2022 Massey University Press 328 pages 30 b/w photos

A Glorious Ride - From Jumble Plains to Eternity
Anthony McLellan, Nick Cater
An inspiring story of rolled up sleeves, practical faith, and a resolute determination to give life a
go. Tony McLellan grew up on a sheep station mending fences and killing rabbits. It turned out
to be the perfect apprenticeship for a business high-flyer who crossed the Atlantic on the
Concorde as casually as most people catch a bus.
A crisis in his business and family life at the age of 47 taught him the deeper meaning of
achievement: The path to a truly successful life begins when you focus on serving others. A
GLORIOUS RIDE is an antidote for the dismal secularism of our times and a rallying cry against
despair.

Reviews: "Reading A Glorious Ride will be one of the best investments of time you will ever
make. Soak up the lived experience and learned wisdom… I wish it were around 40 years ago!" - Senator the Hon Eric Abetz, Former Leader of the Senate, Canberra
PB 9781925927702 £23.99 September 2021 Wilkinson Publishing 336 pages

A Scholar for our Times - A Celebration of the Life and Work of Shahrokh
Meskoob
Edited by Abbas Milani, C Ryan Perkins
Shahrokh Meskoob was an Iranian writer and intellectual, who was born in Babol, on the Caspian
coast, in 1924 and died in Paris in 2005. Imprisoned in the mid-1950s for leftist activities, he was
forced to leave the country following the Islamic Revolution of 1979, after publishing two critical
articles in the Ayandegan newspaper in Tehran.
Meskoob’s literary analysis of the Shahnameh and the poetry of Hafez, and his book Iranian
National Identity and the Persian Language, all translated into English, demonstrate his view that
national identity meant cultural identity and that modernity in Iran should be based upon an
understanding of the best of Iranian culture. This book celebrates Meskoob’s life and work in
eight essays by prominent Iranian scholars and in a selection of facsimiles of his papers, now
archived at Stanford University.
HB 9781949445343 £45.99 March 2022 Mage Publishers Inc (US) 228 pages
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Along the Southern Boundary - A Marine Police Officer's Frontline Account of
the Vietnamese Boatpeople and their Arrival in Hong Kong
Les Bird
We had no jurisdiction outside of Hong Kong waters. But we could see their vessels sinking in
heavy seas. It was life or death, right there. We just went. Former Marine Police officer Les Bird
tells of the harrowing sea journey to Hong Kong made by tens of thousands of refugees in the
years that followed the end of the Vietnam War.
As he patrolled the southern maritime boundary of Hong Kong, he photographed their makeshift
boats and later the people-smuggling vessels coming in – including the Sen On, a freighter ship
that was abandoned by its crew and ran aground on Lantau Island. With this previously
unpublished collection of personal photographs, Bird tells the stories of these boatpeople – the
young children, the father who just bought a boat to embark on a 1,000-mile journey, and the
disillusioned North Vietnamese battle-hardened veterans – all searching for a new life.
PB 9789887554738 £17.99 January 2022 Blacksmith Books 172 pages 120 colour photos & 4
maps

Asleep in the Deep - Nursing Sister Anna Stamers and the First World War
Dianne Kelly
On 27 June 1918, the Llandovery Castle, a Canadian hospital ship returning to England, was sunk
by a German U-boat in contravention of international law. Two hundred and thirty-four crew
members died, including fourteen nursing sisters. It was the most significant Canadian naval
disaster of the First World War. Anna Stamers, a thirty-year-old nursing sister from Saint John,
was on the ship.
Now, her story will finally be told. In this well-researched volume, Dianne Kelly explores Stamers's
childhood and nursing education in Saint John; her decision to enlist and her transition to military
nursing; her service during the war in field hospitals in both England and France; and her final
posting aboard HMHS Llandovery Castle. This vivid reconstruction of Stamers's life is both an
illuminating biography of a young woman's experience of war and an important examination of
the role nursing sisters played during the Great War. Asleep in the Deep is volume 28 of the New
Brunswick Military Heritage Series.
PB 9781773101767 £15.99 November 2021 Goose Lane Editions 216 pages

Backstage Pass - The Grit and the Glamour
Joe Matera, Phil Manzanera
To most people the perception of the life of a music journalist is one of hanging out at parties
with rock stars, partying until the early hours of the morning, jetting off to far away locations and
indulging in all the glamorous benefits that come with hanging with that sort of crowd. This
perception couldn’t be further from the truth. Joe Matera has been on both sides of the
musician/critic divide. A childhood obsession with music led to an early career in a covers band
and a day job as a guitar teacher but it was the advent of the internet that opened up the
possibility of writing about his first love.
His first big journalistic break was getting the first Australian interview with Nickelback just weeks
before they became huge and from there Joe interviewed artists from all over the world covering
the full spectrum from heavy metal heroes such as Lemmy to nostalgia acts such as Bay City
Rollers front man Les McKeown and everyone in between. As a musician Joe elicited a different
response from his interviewees to those that might be directed at a career journalist - his
technical knowledge of music and his conversational approach that eschewed the quick headline
allowing him to delve behind the facade of the rock and pop stars he met...
PB 9781909360921 £12.95 November 2021 Empire Publications 288 pages
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Barty - Arise, Queen of OZ
Ron Reed, Chris McLeod
It doesn’t get any better than this. Ash Barty, the greatest Australian tennis player of the modern
era, rewrote history by winning the 2022 Australian Open and becoming the first Australian
woman to do so since 1978. The Barty Party has moved at an incredible speed since the laid-back
Queenslander first broke through as a genuine world-beater by winning her first major
tournament, the French Open, in May 2019, quickly followed by her ascension to the World No.
1 ranking, and then the most hallowed tournament of all on the lawns of London at Wimbledon
in July 2021. This book covers her journey from knockabout kid from Queensland to world
champion and explores her rare gift for the game, engaging personality, innate modesty, and
relentless determination to be the best. Barty’s mantra is that being a good human being is far
more important than being a good tennis player, and it has been widely hailed as a lesson for all.
In other words, she now transcends sport. Her unfolding, unfinished narrative has come to
resonate with overtones of national pride and inspiration, community morale, cultural issues
ancient and modern, the importance of family and friends, and grace over rampant ambition.
PB 9781925927986 £19.99 April 2022 Wilkinson Publishing 288 pages

Beggars Belief - Stories from Gerald's Bar
Gerald Diffey, Max Allen
Gerald Diffey has spent four decades immersed in the world of food, wine, and hospitality, from
early days waiting tables in old English hotels to establishing two of the best places in the world
to drink and eat: the award-winning Gerald’s Bar in North Carlton–Heston Blumenthal described
it as ‘a proper, proper old-fashioned sort of bar’– and Gerald’s Bar in San Sebastian. Beggars
Belief is a collection of funny, poignant, insightful and just plain ludicrous stories from Gerald’s
life in kitchens and behind bars: his formative years in the UK, memories of food and family; tales
and tips from forty years of service; journeys and meals, people and places, from lunch on the
side of a volcano in Sicily to dinner on a beach in East Timor; stories and recipes and drinks
suggestions from North Carlton and San Sebastian; vignettes, slices of life, observations.
‘Romance,’ writes Gerald in the introduction. ‘That’s what I sell. Sensual pleasures. Sights,
sounds, smells, touch, taste. Cyrano de Bergerac said: I have tried to live my whole life with
panache. If I said that, I’d sound like a twat. But you get the drift. I’m off to bone some quails.’

Reviews: "Sunday was the night we went to Gerald’s Bar in Carlton. What a lovely thing to do:
you’ve got all these trendy new bars everywhere, and then you’ve got this proper, proper oldfashioned sort of bar."— Heston Blumenthal
HB 9781925556728 £26.99 December 2021 Melbourne Books 200 pages

Between Thought and Action - An Intellectual Biography of Fethullah Gülen
Ori Z Soltes
This volume has two goals. One is to explore the life and the thought of Fethullah Gülen and the
important educational and peace-inducing activities in which he and those inspired by him have
been engaged for several decades. The outcome of those efforts—of creating schools and
providing diverse social and cultural services that bring people together people from diverse
backgrounds—has been to provide the face of civic and civil Islam as an antidote to the uglier
side of political Islam. The second goal has been to make clear how the accusations against Mr.
Gülen by the minions of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan could hardly be more false: that what Gülen and
the hizmet (service) movement that he has inspired are ultimately about is improving the world
and saving it form its uglier inclinations. A brief discussion of his life and thought has been
supplemented by the voices of more than 70 interviews conducted over several years, with
individuals intimate and more distant but all inspired to be part of the process of serving
humanity.
HB 9781682060315 £24.95 June 2022 Blue Dome Inc 292 pages
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Brit Happens - Or Living the Canadian Dream
James Mullinger
One Sunday afternoon in a tiny postage-stamp garden, James Mullinger made the life-altering
decision to give it all up: the London pubs, bustling city streets, and a flourishing comedy career.
But where in the world would he and his partner raise a family? The English countryside?
Toronto? New York? Hmmm. How about St. John ... sorry, Saint John, New Brunswick? Brit
Happens chronicles Mullinger's lifetime of adventures, from his beginnings as a shy and nervous
kid collecting comedy records at the neighbourhood video store, to rising through the ranks of
GQ magazine and meeting his personal idols Jerry Seinfeld and Paul McCartney, to imagining the
possibility of another life in Canada. From the highs and lows of London to beginning anew in
New Brunswick, BRIT HAPPENS tells gut-busting stories of success and failure and the
unpredictable grind of stand-up comedy. It also offers a laugh-out-loud look at life in Atlantic
Canada from the region's funniest outsider-turned-local.
PB 9781773102412 £19.99 May 2022 Goose Lane Editions 248 pages

Bursting The Bubble - Football, Autism & Me
John O'Kane
My name is John Andrew O'Kane, I played football for the biggest club in the world but you
probably don't remember me. I've shared a pitch with legends like Peter Schmeichel, Roy Keane,
and Eric Cantona. I've received the hairdryer treatment from Fergie and partied with the likes of
Ryan Giggs and Lee Sharpe. I've roomed with David Beckham and knew him inside out. We did
everything together. I then watched as he went on to another level entirely when his career took
off whilst my own took me in a completely different direction. In the same summer that his
erstwhile roommate became Real Madrid's latest galactico, John retired from football at just 29
due to his mental health and diminished appetite for the game, an age when defenders are
usually reaching their peak.
In truth, he had never been truly satisfied with his career in the game because his autism and
naturally questioning nature led to clashes with authority, a cardinal sin in the strict world of the
game back then. Back in the real-world John moved into 'normal' jobs as a roofer's mate and a
labourer before finally taking on a job as a teaching mentor to vulnerable kids. Almost overnight
he'd gone from living the dream to dealing with nightmare problems and horrific life stories, yet
John describes this as 'The Best Job in the World'. In this searingly honest account of life inside
the football bubble, John uncovers the real world of football beyond the glitz and glamour and
the price to be paid for anyone with a mind of their own.
PB 9781909360860 £12.95 September 2021 Empire Publications 190 pages 8 pages of photos

Chess Buccaneer - The Life and Games of Manuel Bosboom
Merijn van Delft, Peter Boel
There aren’t many chess players who can say they’ve both beaten Garry Kasparov in an official
blitz game and crushed Peter Leko in a classical game in 26 moves. And who regularly win blitz
tournaments high on marihuana. But then Manuel Bosboom is not an ordinary chess player. The
Dutch International Master never made it to the top in chess, but over the course of his
swashbuckling career he has produced an astonishing amount of brilliantly creative games. When
Manuel Bosboom enters the room, a smile appears on every chess player’s face.
Not only is he an exuberantly colourful player, he also leads an unconventional existence. His
enthusiasm for the game and zest for life are highly contagious. This book offers a captivating
collection of games and it also describes the adventurous life of the ‘Wizard from Zaanstad,’ who
grew up and still lives in a picturesque shed next to a 17th century windmill on the famous Zaanse
Schans. You will be treated to many a stunning chess move, a wealth of hilarious but also
touching stories and a vivid impression of the Dutch chess scene in the late 20th and early 21st
century.
PB 9789056919818 £22.95 December 2021 New In Chess 288 pages
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Chiru Sakura - Falling Cherry Blossoms
A Mother & Daughter's Journey through Racism, Internment and Oppression
Grace Eiko Thomson
At eight years old, Grace Eiko Nishikihama was forcibly removed from her Vancouver home and
interned with her parents and siblings in the BC Interior. It was 1942 and more than 22,000
Japanese Canadians on the West Coast were interned and had their belongings, property and
homes confiscated, and then sold off by the Government of Canada. After the war ended,
restrictions on Japanese Canadians’ movement continued for another four years and the
Government ordered anyone of Japanese ancestry to move east of the Rockies, or be deported
to Japan. There was nothing on the West Coast to return to, so the Nishikihama family moved
first to rural Manitoba and, when government restrictions were lifted, later to Winnipeg. While
translating her mother’s journal, Grace began to add her own experiences alongside her
mother’s, exploring how generational trauma can endure, and how differently she and her
mother interpreted those years of struggle. As an advocate for reconciliation, she openly shares
her story with the next generations; throughout, Grace returns to her mother’s teachings of hope
and resilience symbolised in the cherry blossoms around what was once their home.
PB 9781773860411 £10.99 September 2021 Caitlin Press 240 pages b/w photos

Confessions of a Jewish Shiksa
Frannie Sheridan
CONFESSIONS OF A JEWISH SHIKSA is more than an autobiography or a memoir. It's a powerful
confession... it is a trip worth taking. "Compelled to tell her story and create shows from frantic
chaotic moments in her life and relationships, Sheridan created a confessional piece that is pithy,
involving, sassy and sometimes just a bit rude...a lively inspection of self, life, and the process
involved in cultivating good feelings against all odds, shattering old paradigms and patterns of
loss, grief, and negativity that inject the descendants of the Holocaust with a form of ongoing
PTSD".

About the Author: Frannie Sheridan is the daughter of a Holocaust survivor, but was brought
up as a Catholic in a Jewish family! Her father tortured her, her mother, and his family, yet he
was a Holocaust survivor. She became a successful stripper almost as an act of vengeance She
has had a career as a successful playwright. Her award-winning play The Waltonsteins has been
performed widely in Canada and the US and has been aired on NPR, PBS, and JLTV. She is an
experienced comedy performer. She is the subject of a full-length article in Lilith Magazine.
PB 9781771614962 £20.99 October 2021 Mosaic Press 225 pages

Don't Make a Fuss
Wendy Davis
Wendy Davis was attacked by the Claremont Serial Killer and survived. In 2020, after the longest
and most expensive trial in West Australian history, Bradley Robert Edwards was convicted of
two of the Claremont Serial Killings, a series of unsolved murders that had haunted the state
since the mid-1990s. But before he went to trial, before he started killing, Edwards violently
assaulted a social worker while working on the telephone system at Hollywood Hospital. Not only
did Edwards keep his job at Telstra (providing the perfect car and cover for his later misdeeds)
but he was only convicted of common assault for the attack, a minor charge that left him off the
police radar during their desperate hunt for the sexual predator responsible for the Claremont
murders. Begun as a way to deal with the resurgence of trauma that engulfed her after Edwards
arrest, Davis memoir looks at the pressure on women to minimise and excuse certain behaviours
in others. Among a sea of commentary by journalists, law enforcement agencies and technical
experts, Wendy’s voice represents the women Edwards preyed upon. Her story demonstrates
the devastating consequences of not making a fuss.
PB 9781760991227 £19.99 May 2022 Fremantle Press 216 pages
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Down to the Sunless Sea - A Troubled Samuel Taylor Coleridge in the
Mediterranean
Andrew Edwards, Suzanne Edwards
DOWN TO THE SUNLESS SEA explores the time Coleridge spent in Gibraltar, Malta, Sicily, and
mainland Italy, where he had planned to recover his health, escape the clutches of opium and
gain inspiration from the landscape; however, the reality would prove very different. After his
short sojourn in Gibraltar, Coleridge arrived in Malta, where he became acquainted with the
British Governor, Alexander Ball. He settled into Maltese life, initially taking on the role of acting
Under-Secretary. Travelling to Sicily, Coleridge embraced the island’s landscapes but was shaken
to find the opium poppy was an important local crop. The Mediterranean would not prove the
solution to his addiction. He visited the Consul, G. F. Leckie, and was invited to stay with him at
a house on the site of Timoleon's Roman villa. The poet visited the antiquities of Syracuse and at
the opera house encountered the soprano, Anna-Cecilia Bertozzi, nearly succumbing to her
charms. Back in Malta, he was offered rooms in the Treasury building (now the Casino Maltese)
and took up the post of Public Secretary. Legal pronouncements in Italian bear Coleridge’s
signature. Leaving behind these matters of state, he drifted through the Italian peninsula,
engaging with a coterie of artistic ex-pats when in Rome. His listless, half-hearted, and financially
embarrassed attempts at the Grand Tour included a narrow escape from French troops.
Coleridge’s Mediterranean sojourn impacted on his life and writing, not to mention his health,
which saw a marked decline, leading to his final years in Highgate under the roof of a friendly
doctor. Down to the Sunless Sea is a literary reflection on the fact that the sun-filled
Mediterranean was not the tonic he had first imagined.
PB 9781789761252 £22.95 June 2022 Sussex Academic Press (UK) 200 pages illus

First Scientist - Ibn Al-Haytham
Bradley Steffens
Award-winning author Bradley Steffens introduces Ibn al-Haytham in this first full biography ever
written about him. Though not a household name as far as the history of science goes, with his
major contributions going largely unnoticed and uncredited, Ibn al-Haytham, who lived a
thousand years ago, is finally being recognised as the world's first true scientist. Centuries before
better-known researchers such as Roger Bacon, Leonardo da Vinci, and Galileo Galilei were born,
Ibn al-Haytham investigated eyesight and the propagation of light in a profound manner, the
likes of which had never before been fully utilised, and documented his findings in his magnum
opus Book of Optics. By systematically using experiments to test his hypotheses, Ibn al-Haytham
changed the course of human history, giving humankind a new and effective way of establishing
facts about the natural world -- an approach known today as the scientific method.
PB 9781682060292 £22.95 September 2021 Blue Dome Inc 130 pages 7 illus

Goalkeeper - Memoir of Poet Peter Street (Games, Secrets, Epilepsy & Love)
Peter Street, Lorraine Worsley-Carter MBE DL Edited by N.E. McMorran
GOALKEEPER is one 'alone, but not lonely' boy's triumph over adversity, motivated by his dream
of becoming a professional footballer and a longing for truth and connection.

About the Author: Peter Street is a British-Irish autistic author and poet, born in Wigan 1948.
He has published five poetry collections, performing his work internationally and on television
and radio—including BBC Manchester where he was poet in residence. He won a National Poetry
Society commission, and wrote a series of poems in collaboration with fine artist Tony Bevan.
Street was a Royal Literary Fund recipient and has been writer-in-residence in schools, colleges,
and prisons. He is also a qualified youth worker, and previously worked as a chef, head gardener,
gravedigger, and exhumer. Peter was diagnosed epileptic at fifteen, and fifty years later, after
returning from war torn Croatia with PTSD, received his formal autism diagnosis at the age of
sixty-six. He lives with his wife Sandra, and has two children and six grandchildren.
PB 9781838097837 £10.99 October 2021 Spondylux Press 240 pages 6 b/w photos
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Heroes and Scoundrels - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of the Nobel Prize in
Medicine
Moira Dolan
Beware the pronouncements from medical authorities on high... The good, the bad, and the ugly
of the winners of the Nobel Prize in Medicine are explored in these entertaining biographies of
the world’s most highly recognized scientists. From unapologetic Nazis to dedicated
humanitarians who carried out prize-winning research while being resistance fighters or peace
activists, these engaging true stories reveal the depths of both the human strength and depravity
of the people who forged medical progress in the post-WWII era.
In Heroes & Scoundrels (Volume 2 in the Boneheads and Brainiacs series), author and medical
historian Moira Dolan, MD, continues her fascinating exploration of Nobel Prize in Medicine
winners, focusing on the years 1951–1975. The book’s many biographies include the delightful
discoveries of a honeybee researcher who persisted through the carpet-bombing of Munich, indepth reflections on the nature of consciousness from Nobel neuroscientists, and even wild,
hard-to-believe self-experimentation in the name of medical progress. Heroes & Scoundrels also
provides readers with an eye-opening behind the scenes look at what one Nobel winner
described as a few odd crooks in the Nobel Prize business of the post-War era, including
researchers engaged in medical research dishonesty and fraud, and self-important scientists who
leveraged their notoriety to influence public health affairs.
The role of Nobel Prize winners is revealed in public debates about everything from water
fluoridation to good genes and bad genes. One laureate wondered whether mad scientists
should really be allowed to police themselves in light of the lack of informed consent for vaccine
research and modified viruses escaping from labs. As put by another laureate, the medical
priesthood is due for some critique, and this book will get you thinking.

About the Author: Moira Dolan, MD, is a graduate of the University of Illinois School of
Medicine and has been a practicing physician for over 30 years. She is the author of three
previous books: No-Nonsense Guide to Antibiotics, No-Nonsense Guide to Cholesterol
Medications and No-Nonsense Guide to Psychiatric Drugs. Dr. Dolan maintains a private medical
practice in Austin, Texas.
PB 9781610353939 £18.99 August 2022 Linden Publishing 260 pages 20 images

Hong Kong Beat - True Stories From One of the Last British Police Officers in
Colonial Hong Kong
Simon Roberts
Sex, drugs, gambling, ghosts, drinking, rugby, overseas adventures – and even some police work.
Hong Kong on the edge of empire was a place teeming with triads, smugglers, Chinese
immigrants, and Vietnamese refugees. Simon’s memoir of his time in the Hong Kong police force
– from the 1970s until after the 1997 handover – is a fast-paced tale of his exploits. From the
murky back streets of Kowloon to the open seas in the Marine division, his shocking and hilarious
tales offer an alternative look back at what life was really like on the Hong Kong beat.

About the Author: Simon Roberts joined the Royal Hong Kong Police in 1979 and continued
to serve in the Hong Kong Police after the handover in 1997. During his 23 years of service he
worked in different departments all over the Territory. These included district crime and antitriad squads, vice squads, Operational Command, Crime HQ, Crime Prevention, Marine, and even
as a court prosecutor. During his time in Hong Kong he kept a diary and was a prodigious letter
writer. He still has many of the early letters which, together with accumulated official documents,
form the backbone of this book. Simon was promoted to Detective Superintendent 10 days
before the handover. He resigned in 2002 to take up a role in the private sector, and was
presented with a valedictory letter for meritorious service from the Commissioner.
PB 9789887792819 £13.99 October 2021 Blacksmith Books 256 pages 30+ colour photos
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Hundertwasser in New Zealand - The Art of Creating Paradise
Andreas J. Hirsch
Austrian-born artist Friedensreich Hundertwasser arrived in New Zealand in 1973, seeking refuge
from a world out of kilter with nature. After travelling and exhibiting, he settled at Kaurinui, the
land he bought and restored in the Bay of Islands. Wishing to unite ‘nature and art, art and life,’
he was ‘never nearer to this unity than in New Zealand.’ Hundertwasser in New Zealand is a richly
illustrated and accessible account of the artist’s love of Aotearoa, his interaction with the people
and land, and the influence these had on his work.
Andreas Hirsch explores in superb, lucid prose the artist’s trajectory in New Zealand, including
the art, philosophy, and architecture he created here, along with public projects like the Koru
Flag and the Kawakawa Public Toilets. Illustrated with an array of paintings, drawings, sketches,
photographs and the artist’s writing, this book is itself an artistic statement that will connect with
readers of all kinds and truly enshrine Hundertwasser as a New Zealand icon.
HB 9781990042140 £53.99 July 2022 Oratia Books 240 pages

Inseparable Elements
Patsy Millett
Dame Mary Durack Miller was born into a pastoral legacy that made her name famous even
before she became one of Australia’s most popular literary doyennes of the 20th century. Best
known for her history of the Durack family, Kings in Grass Castles, Dame Mary was married to
aviation pioneer Horrie Miller and was a sibling to the artist Elizabeth Durack. Among the
multifarious threads woven into her life, she became a friend and confidant to many celebrated
writers, actors, and artists. Drawing on a great accumulation of first-hand sources, principally her
mother’s diaries and correspondence, Patsy Millett’s book is about a well-known family who saw
their prospects as blighted. Written from the unique perspective of someone born into the washup of the Durack dynasty, Patsy says her account will be controversial, as the reality behind the
generally accepted facts has never been told. Millet’s story is unflinching. Her sharp, insightful
prose and acerbic wit create an intimate portrait of an extraordinary writer whose family life was
filled with triumph and tragedy.
PB 9781760990855 £23.99 November 2021 Fremantle Press 464 pages

James Courage Diaries
Edited by Chris Brickell
New Zealand author James Courage was born in Christchurch in 1903, and he became aware of
his homosexuality during his adolescent years. He moved to London in 1927 and began writing
novels, plays, poems and short stories. He was much more sexually open than most of his
homosexual writer contemporaries – Frank Sargeson, Eric McCormick, Charles Brasch and Bill
Pearson. A Way of Love, published in 1959, was the first gay novel written by a New Zealander,
and some of his other seven novels (including Fires in the Distance and The Call Home) contain
queer characters.
PB 9781990048036 £23.00 November 2021 Otago University Press 416 pages

Jobs for the Women - The Stories Behind the Stanton St. Quintin WAAF
Memorial Window
Fiona Baskett
In a small church in rural Wiltshire a stained-glass memorial window commemorates the
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force 'other ranks' who were stationed at RAF Hullavington during World
War II Schoolgirls of the Great Depression they were uprooted from their peaceful lives and
proved their mettle in a variety of technical trades, taking on roles traditionally reserved for men.
HB 9781854571106 £35.00 July 2022 Clinical Press 70 pages colour illus
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Len & Cub - A Queer History
Meredith Batt, Dusty Green
Leonard "Len" Keith and Joseph "Cub" Coates grew up in the rural New Brunswick village of
Havelock in the early 20th century. The two were neighbours, and they clearly developed an
inseparable relationship.
Len was an amateur photographer and automobile enthusiast who went on to own a local garage
and poolhall after serving in the First World War. Cub was the son of a farmer, also a veteran of
the First World War, a butcher, contractor, and lover of horses. Their time together is catalogued
by Len's photos which show that the two shared a mutual love of the outdoors, animals, and
adventure. Photographs of Len and Cub on hunting and canoe trips with arms around each
other's shoulders or in bed together make clear the affection they held for each other.
Their story is one of the oldest photographic records of a same-sex couple in the Maritimes. LEN
& CUB features Len's photos of their life and tells the story of their relationship against the
background of same-sex identity and relationships in rural North America of the early 20th
century. Although Len was outed and forced to leave Havelock in the 1930s, the story of Len and
Cub is one of love and friendship that challenges contemporary ideas about sex and gender
expression in the early 20th century.
PB 9781773102641 £19.99 April 2022 Goose Lane Editions 192 pages photos

Leo and Mina Fink - For the Greater Good
Margaret Taft
During the darkest days of the Holocaust, Europe's Jews faced annihilation. In faraway
Melbourne, immigrants Leo and Mina Fink rallied to rescue the survivors. It was a massive task.
Undaunted, they battled bureaucrats, public opinion and at times the Minister for Immigration,
Arthur Calwell. Marshalling the might of local and international agencies, they spearheaded the
urgent relief and resettlement of thousands of displaced Holocaust survivors desperate to leave
a shattered Europe, a graveyard continent of dust and ashes.
By 1954, 17,000 survivors called Australia home. Following the chaos of war, Leo and Mina
remained at the forefront of community life. They initiated expansive welfare programs, while
personally helping countless individuals. Mina's devotion to a group of war orphans known as
the 'Buchenwald boys' was testament to her relentless efforts, along with Leo's, to improve the
lives of others. But survival of the Jewish world remained paramount. Leo pioneered the first
Australian business venture in Israel, in a bid to underpin the young nation's fragile economy.
Mina's global outreach and humanitarian vision transformed the National Council of Jewish
Women into a proactive force with a clear feminist agenda. When Holocaust denial launched its
assault on historical truth and memory, Mina championed the establishment of Melbourne's
Holocaust Museum, pushing its mandate beyond remembrance to education, to combat all
forms of racism. Leo and Mina Fink's remarkable story is skilfully told through the turbulent,
rapidly shifting times in which they lived. This is a compelling account of how and why two
individuals set out to change the world for the greater good.
PB 9781922464866 £23.99 February 2022 Monash University Publishing 256 pages 25
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Love, Money and Friendships
David T K Wong
In 1981, David Wong retired after 20 years as an administrative officer in the Hong Kong
Government to chance his arm in the city's cut-throat free market, as the managing director of a
large multinational trading corporation. He soon discovered more legal and ethical boobytraps
in business than he had bargained for.
Nonetheless, he sidestepped them and in 1982, during the Sino-British negotiations to end British
rule, he quickly sensed an unwarranted panic over the value of the Hong Kong dollar. He acted
accordingly and made himself millions in weeks. Wong then visited different parts of China with
friends. In the process he fell in love with a young and beautiful member of the Communist Youth
League. When he tried to marry her, however, the mainland bureaucracy threw a host of
obstacles in his path.
After all, he was perceived as a capitalist from Hong Kong. But Wong's friends used their
collective guanxi with members of the Politburo to gain him permission to marry the girl. The
title of this volume is aptly Love, Money and Friendships. Interlaced with Wong's narrative are
fascinating insights into aspects of China's long and colourful history and culture.

About the Author: David T. K. Wong was born in Hong Kong and has degrees in political
science and journalism from Stanford. At the ripe old age of 89, he is publicly exposing for the
first time some of the shadier insider dealings in the colonial administration during the
governorship of Sir Murray MacLehose. Wong is now resident in Malaysia where he is working
on the next volume of his family memoirs, dealing with the goings-on in the Hong Kong
commercial sector during the 1980s when he was managing director of Li & Fung, an
international trading company.
PB 9789887554745 £15.99 October 2021 Blacksmith Books 522 pages

Marcus Meibom - Studies in the Life and Works of a Seventeenth-Century
Polyhistor
Janis Kreslins, Mattias Lundberg
Marcus Meibom (1630–1711) is not a well-known figure today, but in his day, he was a
controversial polyhistor, famous among the early-modern intellectual elite for his basic work in
Greek philology and music theory. This study of Meibom's life and work explores his most
peculiar private life, marked by controversy and scandal, and at the same time sheds new light
on his scientific contributions in mathematics, philology, music, ancient history, biblical exegesis,
manuscript collection and sea history.
PB 9788763546522 £31.99 August 2022 Museum Tusculanum Press 182 pages

Margaret Hillis - Unsung Pioneer
Cheryl Frazes Hill
Conductor, chorus director, airplane pilot, educator, activist, mentor, and advocate Margaret
Hillis blazed a trail upon which many continue to tread. The first woman to regularly conduct a
major symphony orchestra, she was the founder of the Chicago Symphony Chorus and served
for thirty-seven years as its first director, winning nine Grammy Awards.
In Margaret Hillis: Unsung Pioneer, author Cheryl Frazes Hill - a long-time colleague and associate
- examines how Hillis was able to overcome the many challenges she faced, navigating a career
in ways relatable not only to musicians but also to women in all professions. Margaret Hillis's
story is one of resilience, determination, and passion for music. Her journey is an inspiration, a
portrait of what it takes to succeed at the highest level in any field.
HB 9781622775996 £42.99 May 2022 GIA Publications 584 pages
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Memory is Our Home - Loss and Remembering: Three Generations in Poland
and Russia 1917-1960s
Suzanna Eibuszyc
"Memory is Our Home" is a powerful biographical memoir based on the diaries of Roma
Talasiewicz-Eibuszyc, who was born in Warsaw before the end of World War I, grew up during
the interwar period and who, after escaping the atrocities of World War II, was able to survive in
the vast territories of Soviet Russia and Uzbekistan.
Translated by her own daughter, interweaving her own recollections as her family made a new
life in the shadows of the Holocaust in Communist Poland after the war and into the late 1960s,
this book is a rich, living document, a riveting account of a vibrant young woman's courage and
endurance. A forty-year recollection of love and loss of hopes and dreams for a better world, it
provides richly textured accounts of the physical and emotional lives of Jews in Warsaw and of
survival during World War II throughout Russia. This book, narrated in a compelling, unique voice
through two generations, is the proverbial candle needed to keep memory alive.

About the Author: Suzanna Eibuszyc received degrees from the City College of New York
where she studied with Elie Wiesel and the University of California. She lives in Los Angeles.
PB 9783838214825 £22.00 March 2022 Ibidem Press/Ibidem-Verlag 268 pages

Mosienko - The Man Who Caught Lightning In A Bottle
Ty Dilello
Bill Mosienko was one of Manitoba’s greatest hockey players and athletes. This is his story.
Mosienko became a hockey legend in 1952 when he recorded the fastest hat-trick in NHL history
-- a record that stands to this day. This biography tells the story of a Manitoba legend, from his
childhood spent skating on the rinks of Winnipeg’s North End in the 1920s and 30s to his
illustrious fourteen-year NHL career to his return to Winnipeg to play with the Winnipeg Warriors
to his post-retirement career as the owner of the iconic Mosienko Bowling Lanes.
Through exclusive interviews with Mosienko’s friends, family, and teammates, Dillello paints a
vivid picture of Mosienko, a man known for his sportsmanship and community spirit as well as
well as his incredible hockey talent. Mosienko became a hockey legend in 1952 when he recorded
the fastest hat-trick in NHL history -- a record that stands to this day. This biography tells the
story of a Manitoba legend, from his childhood spent skating on the rinks of Winnipeg’s North
End in the 1920s and 30s to his illustrious fourteen-year NHL career to his return to Winnipeg to
play with the Winnipeg Warriors to his post-retirement career as the owner of the iconic
Mosienko Bowling Lanes. Through exclusive interviews with Mosienko’s friends, family, and
teammates, Dillello paints a vivid picture of Mosienko, a man known for his sportsmanship and
community spirit as well as well as his incredible hockey talent.
PB 9781773370620 £19.99 October 2021 Great Plains Publications 192 pages

My Privilege, My Responsibility - A Memoir
Sheila North
In September 2015, Sheila North was declared the Grand Chief of Manitoba Keewatinowi
Okimakanak (MKO), the first woman elected to the position. Known as a bridge builder, North is
a member of Bunibonibee Cree Nation. North’s work in advocacy journalism, communications,
and economic development harnessed her passion for drawing focus to systemic racism faced
by Indigenous women and girls. She is the creator of the widely used hashtag #MMIW. In her
memoir, Sheila North shares the stories of the events that shaped her, and the violence that
nearly stood in the way of her achieving her dreams. Through perseverance and resilience, she
not only survived, she flourished.
PB 9781773370668 £19.99 January 2022 Great Plains Publications 232 pages
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Nomad Girl - My life on the gibber plains and beyond
Kanakiya Myra Ah Chee
There are so many stories to tell of my life, and sometimes I think they are not of importance,
but they are, because often it is the little details that are the most important. I still remember
every detail. [Like] Oodnadatta Country -- I can still see it, in my mind's eye, exactly as it was back
in my time. The Country still calls me back to where I was born, a very exposed and stony land,
but I still love it. That’s where my spirit is.' Kanakiya Myra Ah Chee was born at Oodnadatta in
remote South Australia in 1932. When her mother tragically died Myra was only eight. Her
grieving father gathered up the remaining family and walked north -- away from her childhood
home.
They spent years as nomads, travelling with the camels that were her father’s livelihood, up and
down the Finke River. Her father sought work where and when he could, while he looked after
his children, teaching them about the bush, their culture and life. It was a childhood of freedom,
bush tucker, bush games, fires, stories at night and sleeping under the stars -- at times idyllic but,
at other times, terrifying and tragic. Myra’s father was a safe and reassuring presence, but when
he decided education was the key to his children’s future, Myra’s life was changed forever. 'My
family pulled all their strengths together from the bush life and from school education. We have
shown how it is possible to be successful in life, bringing both sides of our cultures into line. We
managed to do it. I've straddled the old life and the new'.
PB 9781922059833 £26.99 November 2021 Aboriginal Studies Press 224 pages 44 colour illus

Ordinary Deaths - Stories from Memory
Samuel LeBaron
In Ordinary Deaths, Dr. Samuel LeBaron reminds us of our need for human connection when
experiencing death and loss. Based on more than thirty years of working with children and adults
dying from cancer, LeBaron's memoir contains stories of longing, confusion, love, and humility-often woven together. Sharing recollections from his childhood in rural Alberta and experiences
from his career, LeBaron reveals a life of vital, intimate connection with others. His employment
at a morgue during medical school, his early years as a clinical psychologist, and later careers in
primary care and hospice in California, all translate into compassion and a deep understanding
of death. Writing as he faces his own terminal illness--Stage IV lung cancer--LeBaron helps
readers find acceptance and solace.
PB 9781772126563 £20.99 July 2022 University of Alberta Press 248 pages

Paper Paradise - Do What You Want to Do
Glenn Wheatley
Paper Paradise: Do what you want to do - is a roller coaster ride through the sex, drugs and rock
and roll of the ’60s and ’70s to the high-flying business world of the ’80s and into the ’90s and
beyond—with someone who lived it all. It is a book about ambition, hunger, desperation,
success, and the fruits thereof. Oh yes, it is also about failure and fighting back. Charting the
extraordinary life and times of Glenn Wheatley, from working class boy to rock star of the 1960s
and 1970s as a member of one of Australia’s most successful early bands, the Masters
Apprentices, now immortalised in the ARIA Hall of Fame. In their heyday, the Masters drew
bigger crowds than the Beatles in Australia. In the 1980s he soared from rock star to star manager
of the Little River Band and Whispering Jack, John Farnham. He also pioneered the FM Radio
industry with the first FM radio station to go to air in Australia, EON FM in Melbourne. He then
went on to build the foundation of what is now the Triple M radio network. It is a narrative
littered with casualties and is an actual account of a self-protective society that has its own Kings
and Queens, its own iconography, its own language. After a meteoric rise in the fast lane, and an
equally spectacular fall, he made it back to the top. Glenn was the ultimate rock and roll survivor.
PB 9781925927856 £26.99 March 2022 Wilkinson Publishing 400 pages colour photos
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Patty Mills - Beyond Basketball
Boti Nagy
Patty Mills is the first book exploring the Indigenous Australian athlete and trail blazer -- the first
Indigenous Australian to win an NBA Championship in 2014 with the San Antonio Spurs. He
continues to break records and inspire with his achievements, all of which are covered in this
tribute to the extraordinary sportsman. In 2021 he led the Boomers to their first Olympic medal
at the Tokyo Olympics, arguably the greatest single game played by anyone wearing the greenand-gold for an Australian men’s basketball team, and in 2022 he was awarded an AM (Member
of the Order of Australia) for charitable initiatives in the Indigenous community and his
contribution to basketball in the Australia Day honours.
Award-winning sportswriter Boti Nagy celebrates the star athlete’s achievements on the court
and gives an overview of Australian basketball history, the Boomers, past Olympic campaigns,
and standout players who paved the way for Patty Mills and others of his generation. Beyond
basketball the book looks at Mills’ understanding of his identity as an Indigenous Australian
through his family history and his off-court leadership efforts in creating pathways for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people as a spokesman and ambassador.
PB 9781922810106 £23.99 August 2022 Wilkinson Publishing 256 pages

Raiment - A Memoir
Jan Kemp
Pioneering New Zealand poet Jan Kemp’s memoir of her first 25 years is a vivid and frank account
of growing up in the 1950s, and of university life in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It tracks from
an innocent Waikato childhood to the seedy flats of Auckland, where anarchic student life, drugs,
sexual experimentation, and a failing marriage could not keep her away from poetry. She became
one of the few young women poets of her era to be allowed into the then male poet club.
Weaving its own patterns and colours, Raiment shines a clear-eyed light on the heady, hedonistic
hothouse of our literary community in the 1970s and reveals what it took, back then, to be an
independent woman.
HB 9781991151148 £26.99 April 2022 Massey University Press 256 pages 20 b/w photos

Stories of Predation - 60 Years of Watching Wildlife
Dick Dekker
Sixty years ago, Dick Dekker immigrated from one of the smallest countries in Europe to the
second-largest country in the world- Canada. Dreaming of Canada’s wilderness, he risked his life
to find wolves and spent half a century watching eagles and falcons for which his native Holland
had become too small to support. The ancient maxim that nature is red in tooth and claw,
attributed to Shakespeare, is still true today. But rather than just concentrating on the predators,
Dekker’s focus is also on the prey species, how deer, ducks, and sandpipers manage to cope with
their peril.
Hiking and camping in Jasper National Park, he was first to describe that the return of wolves had
led to the restoration of the ecological balance between vegetation, grazing elk, and wolves, with
beneficial side effects for the intertwined lives of beavers and other wildlife. His insights became
the inspiration for what has since become known as a trophic cascade in Yellowstone. Dekker’s
detailed studies of the hunting tactics of Peregrine Falcons on ocean coasts and inland lakes are
unprecedented. He has recorded more prey captures by wild falcons than anyone else in the
published literature. His discoveries and unique observations are narrated in simple yet evocative
prose the reader can identify with.

About the Author: In 2009, Dekker received a Ph.D. in wildlife ecology from Wageningen
University in the Netherlands. He currently resides in Edmonton and continues his passions in
wildlife observation.
HB 9780888394385 £33.99 February 2022 Hancock House Ltd 240 pages illus/photos 40
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The Boxing Butterfly - A Life of Conviction
Margaret Cunneen, Andrew L Urban
THE BOXING BUTTERFLY is a career chronicle of Margaret Cunneen SC -- the boxing butterfly who
turned the tables on ICAC, amidst prosecuting murderers, paedophiles, and rapists -- as she
launches into her new chapter as a defence barrister. In her rear-view mirror, Cunneen sees her
trial successes - her convictions - interspersed with the flak from the ground fire of some
colleagues who resented her success and were determined to stop her climb to greater heights.
She regrets nothing and is totally satisfied with what she does.
As Madam Crown, she empathised with the victims and their families. Now, as defence counsel
she empathises with the accused she defends. And what stories she tells! Some are gruesome
and confronting, such as prosecuting the irreverent Skafs for gang rape, Robert ‘Dolly’ Dunn for
paedophilia, the Butcher of Bega for unspeakable medical malpractice and the Charbaji Brothers
for an ice-fuelled torture session that ended in murder. Others -- especially relating to her
defence clients, are filled with humanity and surprising moments of amusement, like the Chinese
movie producer who couldn’t speak English yet taught inmates’ chess while awaiting trial.
PB 9781925927924 £23.99 May 2022 Wilkinson Publishing 288 pages colour illus

The Extraordinary Lives of Ukrainian-Canadian Women - Oral Histories of the
Twentieth Century
Edited by Iroida Wynnyckyj
This book contains the life stories of ten Ukrainian Canadian women who survived the turbulent
events of twentieth-century Europe. The older women were shaped by their experiences during
the First World War and the revolutionary years of 1917-21, while the younger ones were
profoundly affected, if not traumatized, by the trials and tribulations of interwar Polish or Soviet
rule, the Soviet and Nazi occupations of Western Ukraine during the Second World War, or their
deportation and forced labour in the Third Reich.
Some of the women were politically active in Ukraine during the war, some experienced Soviet
and Nazi persecution and even imprisonment. All ten women found refuge in the displaced
persons camps in post-war Allied-occupied Germany or Austria. From there they immigrated to
Canada, where they were active in the life and organizations of the Ukrainian émigré community.
One became a published poet and writer.
These life stories were selected from among the interviews of 250 Ukrainian émigré women
conducted by the Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre in Toronto and the
Institute of Historical Research at Lviv National University. They are valuable contributions to the
oral history of Ukrainian women, twentieth-century Ukraine, and Ukrainians in Canada.
PB 9781894865654 £30.99 June 2022 University of Alberta Press 400 pages

The Hong Kong I Knew - Scenes and Stories from a Childhood in Kowloon
Mark Isaac-Williams, Lucy Parris
Returning to Hong Kong in 1947 after the Japanese occupation, seven-year-old Mark IsaacWilliams had the whole of Tsim Sha Tsui as his playground. Billeted with his family in the oncegrand but now dilapidated Peninsula hotel, his life was replete with adventure – from the rooftop
to the basement, he knew the hotel's every inch.
Roller-skating and horseback riding in Kowloon's streets and paddling in the hotel's fountain
were a child's dream after the privations of war. From rickshaws to firecrackers and ladies with
bound feet to the ever-present rat problem and smelly bean curd vendors, the mystique of Hong
Kong in the 1940s and 50s is brought colourfully to life by Mark's captivating and richly illustrated
story.
PB 9789887963950 £14.99 March 2022 Blacksmith Books (HK) 88 pages 32 colour illus
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The Power of Dreams - 27 Years Off-grid in a Wilderness Valley
Dave & Rosemary Neads
The Power of Dreams tells the story of a couple, already in their 40s, who uprooted themselves
from urban life to follow their dream of living in the wilderness. They settled in a remote
mountain valley called Precipice Valley, part of the ancient trade route linking B.C.s Chilcotin
plateau to the Pacific Coast. Surrounded by mountain vastness they lived there for nearly three
decades, much of it in near-total isolation. Their dreams sustained them while they carved out a
lifestyle that was both rewarding and challenging.
These are the stories of how the two of them designed and hand-built a solar powered, twostorey post and beam house, which they named Firhome, all the while learning how to live offgrid and in conjunction with nature. They share their experiences with you; vivid descriptions of
the events, places, practical solutions, and ingenuity that filled their lives.
Some of these stories are philosophical, ethereal, or humorous - some are sad. These vignettes
will give you a feeling for life in the wilderness and perhaps inspire you to fulfil your own
wilderness dream, helping you find a path through these challenging times when new ideas and
insights are so desperately needed.
PB 9780888397188 £23.99 August 2022 Hancock House Ltd 304 pages 101 photos

The Queen and the U.S.A. (New Edition; Revised and Expanded)
H. Edward Mann, Jacques J. Moore, Jr., Ellen LeCompte
During 2022, Queen Elizabeth II will celebrate the 70th anniversary of her role as Queen of
England. The American and British people have shared a special relationship between our two
countries.
This book intends to celebrate our relationship, and honour Queen Elizabeth II for her role and
contributions to a friendship recognized throughout the world. This release is a revised 2nd
printing of The Queen and the U.S.A. released in 2012 to honour her Diamond Jubilee
Celebration.
HB 9798985615005 £33.99 June 2022 Dementi Milestone Publishing 128 pages

Vasyl Stus - Life in Creativity (Ukrainian Voices)
Dmytro Stus Series edited by Andreas Umland Translated by Ludmila Bachurina
How to explain the mystery of fame? Many once well-known people who spent much of their
lives at the core of historic events have fallen into oblivion since. The brilliant East Ukrainian poet
and Soviet-era dissident Vasyl Stus (1938-85) became renowned only after his reburial in late
Soviet Ukraine in 1989. What are the reasons for the widespread admiration for him in postSoviet Ukrainian society? The exceptional beauty of his poetry? His stunning courage and
selflessness as a Soviet dissident? The irreconcilability of his position as a human being? Or/and
Vasyl Stus' ability to feel the pain of others as his own?
Trying to answer these and other questions, the poet's son, and literary scholar Dmytro Stus
masterfully combines a cultural and biographical study with private recollections and
observations of his father.
The book offers a sometimes-paradoxical merger of genres mixing academic analysis with
novelistic narration. It shows Vasyl Stus through the eyes of his son and researcher against the
background of twentieth-century Ukrainian "belated" emergence as a nation-state. In 2007, the
Ukrainian edition of this book won Ukraine's prestigious Shevchenko National Prize.
PB 9783838216317 £27.00 November 2021 Ibidem Press/Ibidem-Verlag 388 pages
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Victory over Death - The Art of Colin McCahon
Rex Butler, Laurence Simmons
Perhaps at the origin of all thinking about culture lies the question of the afterlife. The artist
makes their work hoping that it will live on after their death. The critic reads or looks at the work
wondering whether a future audience will engage with it.
Victory over death: the art of colin mccahon takes up this question of the afterlife of the work of
art by looking at the work of the New Zealand painter Colin McCahon, who is often described as
one of the most important Australasian artists of the twentieth century. Imagine for a moment
being a great artist in faraway and culturally marginal New Zealand in the 1950s. The audience
for your work does not yet exist. You are destined to die unknown. So, what does McCahon do?
He makes work - as do all the artists we remember - for a future audience. It is they who will
grant him eternal life. It is they who will allow him to live on.
In this, as McCahon well knew, he was like Jesus, who similarly lives on through his Apostles. And
this act of religious transmission increasingly becomes the real subject of McCahon's work. Just
as he becomes an Apostle of Christ, so we become Apostles of McCahon. And in so doing,
McCahon tells us something profound about art, whose truth would lie not so much in what it
tells us as in its act of telling. McCahon's Victory over death 2 (1970), a huge black and white
painting featuring the words 'I AM' and evocative of the cloudy mountains of New Zealand, is
now in the National Gallery of Australia, where it and Jackson Pollock's Blue Poles (1952) are
regarded as the two most significant works in the collection. It is a painting about the resurrection
of Christ, but every time someone stands before the painting and looks at it is also McCahon who
is granted a certain 'victory over death'.
Victory over Death: The Art of Colin McCahon seeks to speak of this small miracle of art and the
particular life or even afterlife it grants both the artist and their audience.
PB 9781922464750 £26.99 November 2021 Monash University Publishing 200 pages 35 colour
images

White Moko Stories From My Life
Tim Tipene
A memoir from award-winning writer and inspirational speaker Tim Tipene. Tim founded the
Warrior Kids programme 22 years ago. Himself the product of rape, he spent a miserable
childhood in which he was abused by both his birth and foster families.
His courses now empower families and children and this memoir is a recollection of his life, raised
in violence, following on from a junior collection, Mrs Battleship. It is a tribute especially to the
few teachers who acted at different times to protect him, as well as his discovery that not
everyone endured what he did. Funny, sad, and poignant, Tim found jewels of wisdom in a world
that had no place for him.
HB 9780995106789 £19.99 April 2022 One Tree House Limited 256 pages
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Books listed alphabetically by title

Title
30 Queer Lives
A Glorious Ride
A Scholar for our Times
Along the Southern Boundary
Asleep in the Deep
Backstage Pass
Barty
Beggars Belief
Between Thought and Action
Brit Happens
Bursting The Bubble
Chess Buccaneer
Chiru Sakura -- Falling Cherry Blossoms
Confessions of a Jewish Shiksa
Don't Make a Fuss
Down to the Sunless Sea
First Scientist
Goalkeeper
Heroes and Scoundrels
Hong Kong Beat
Hundertwasser in New Zealand
Inseparable Elements
James Courage Diaries
Jobs for the Women
Kerry Ellis: Bumpkin to Broadway
Leanne Benjamin
Len & Cub
Leo and Mina Fink
Love, Money and Friendships
Magnus Carlsen -- A Life In Pictures
Marcus Meibom
Margaret Hillis
Memory is Our Home
Mosienko
My Privilege, My Responsibility
Nomad Girl

Format
PB
PB
HB
PB
PB
PB
PB
HB
HB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
HB
PB
PB
HB
HB
HB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
HB
PB
PB
PB
PB

ISBN
9780995122925
9781925927702
9781949445343
9789887554738
9781773101767
9781909360921
9781925927986
9781925556728
9781682060315
9781773102412
9781909360860
9789056919818
9781773860411
9781771614962
9781760991227
9781789761252
9781682060292
9781838097837
9781610353939
9789887792819
9781990042140
9781760990855
9781990048036
9781854571106
9781910067901
9781925556575
9781773102641
9781922464866
9789887554745
9789056919917
9788763546522
9781622775996
9783838214825
9781773370620
9781773370668
9781922059833

RRP (£)
30.99
23.99
45.99
17.99
15.99
12.95
19.99
26.99
24.95
19.99
12.95
22.95
10.99
20.99
19.99
22.95
22.95
10.99
18.99
13.99
53.99
23.99
23.00
35.00
18.99
29.95
19.99
23.99
15.99
26.95
31.99
42.99
22.00
19.99
19.99
26.99

Qty

Total
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Onyeka Nwelue
Ordinary Deaths
Paper Paradise
Patty Mills
Power of Dreams, The
Raiment
Stories of Predation (Colour)
The Boxing Butterfly
The Extraordinary Lives of Ukrainian-Canadian
Women
The Hong Kong I Knew
The Queen and the U.S.A. (New Edition;
Revised and Expanded )
Vasyl Stus
Victory over Death
White Moko Stories From My Life

Format
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
HB
HB
PB

ISBN
9781998995820
9781772126563
9781925927856
9781922810106
9780888397188
9781991151148
9780888394385
9781925927924

RRP (£)
9.99
20.99
26.99
23.99
23.99
26.99
33.99
23.99

PB

9781894865654

30.99

PB

9789887963950

14.99

HB

9798985615005

33.99

PB
PB
HB

9783838216317
9781922464750
9780995106789

27.00
26.99
19.99
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